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We give good characterizations in Edmonds’ sense for the following problems for 
tournaments. 
(1) Given a tournament T and u,. u2 E V(T), possibly u, = u2. when do there 
exist edge-disjoint branchings FO: , F,; , such that F; is an out-branching rooted at 
ur and FL; is an in-branching rooted at I’?? 
(2) Given a strong tournament T and x,, .x2, yi, yz E V(T) all different, when 
do there exist edge-disjoint (x,, jr)-. (.x2, y2)-paths in T? 
(3) Given a strong tournament T and a, b, CE V(T) all different, when do 
there exist edge-disjoint (a, b)-, (b. c)-paths in T? 
Problem (2) is known to be NP-complete for digraphs in general and we give a 
proof by C. Thomassen that problem (1) is NP-complete for digraphs in general. 
‘.o 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let D be a digraph and o E V(D) an arbitrary vertex of D. An 
out-branching rooted at v is a spanning tree which is directed in such a way 
that that each x#v has one edge coming in. An in-branching is defined 
analogously. If S is a proper subset of V(D) we denote the set of edges 
going from (to) S to (from) V(D) - S by d + (S) (d (S)). We also set 
6+(S)= 1 A+(S)1 (6-(S)= 1 A-(S)/). A v+-cut (v--cut) of D determined 
by S c V(D), where v E S, is the set d + (S) (d - (S)). Edmonds’ branching 
theorem states that the maximum number of edge-disjoint out-branchings 
(in-branchings) rooted at v equals the minimum number of edges in 
v+-cuts (~-cuts) [4]. For a short proof of that theorem see [7]. 
Consider the following problem: given a digraph D and a vertex v of D, 
when do there exist an out-branching F: and an in-branching F; both 
rooted at v such that F,f and FL: are edge-disjoint? 
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C. Thomassen [lo] has conjectured the following. 
Conjecture. There exists an Y E fV such that if D is an r-edge-connected 
digraph and u E V(D) is an arbitrary vertex, there exists an out-branching 
F: and an in-branching F;, both rooted at u, such that F: and FL: are 
edge disjoint. 
So far we only know that 2-edge-connectivity is not sufficient. B. Jackson 
(private communication) has some easy examples showing this. In fact 
Thomassen has proved that it is NP-complete to decide for a given 
digraph D and v E V(D) whether or not there exists an out-branching F: 
and an in-branching FL: both rooted at v, such that FJ and FL: are 
edge-disjoint. 
We give his short proof of that in Section 3. 
The fact that the problem is so difficult for digraphs in general suggests 
that one should try to look at it for a smaller class, such as tournaments. 
Branching problems for tournaments have been studied before by 
Ma Chung-fan and Cai Mao-cheng [S], but problems concerning edge- 
disjoint in- and out-branchings have not been studied before. In Section 4 
we solve the above problem for tournaments by giving a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of such branchings given a tournament 
T and a vertex u E V(T). In Section 5 we consider the more general 
problem: Given a tournament T and z~i, v2 E V(T), u1 # u2, when do there 
exist edge-disjoint branchings FL:, FL; such that FL: is an out-branching 
rooted at oi and FL; is an in-branching rooted u,? Perhaps a little sur- 
prisingly, this problem turns out to be much more interesting than the 
former. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
such branchings given T, u,, v2, which is much more complicated than the 
former. The condition in this characterization brings up two new questions 
that are interesting in their own rights, namely: 
(1) Given a strong tournament T and xi, x2, y, , y, E F’(T) all dif- 
ferent: when do there exist an (x,,y,)-path PC,,.,.,, and an (x,,y,)-path 
P (r2, Vl) such that P,,,, ?,) and Pt.r2, YZ) are edge-disjoint? 
(2) Given a strong tournament T and a, b, c E V(T) all different: 
when do there exist an (a, b)-path P,u,6) and a (6, c)-path PC,,, such that 
Pca,6, and Pth,r.l are edge-disjoint? 
In Section 6 we solve both of these problems by giving complete charac- 
terizations and we show that the given characterizations are good in 
Edmonds’ sense [S]. This implies that our characterization in Section 5 is 
a good one, i.e., the problem is not NP-complete for tournaments. 
We remark that the result of Section 6 implies that Problems (1) and-(2) 
which are NP-complete for digraphs in general, are in P for tournaments. 
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2. TERMINOLOGY AND PRELIMINARIES 
Most of the notation is the same as in [ 1 l] but for the sake of complete- 
ness we repeat it here along with some additional notation. 
A &graph D consists of a pair V(D), E(D), where V(D) is a finite set of 
vertices and E(D) is a set of ordered pairs xy of vertices called edges. An 
oriented graph is a digraph with no cycle of length 2 and a tournament is 
an oriented graph with no non-adjacent vertices. If xy is an edge of D we 
say that x dominates y. The number of vertices y E UC V(D) dominated by 
x is denoted d;(x). We call d&,(.x) the out-degree of x and also denote 
it by just d+(x). The indegree d-(y) and d;(y) are defined analogously. 
For any subset A of V(D) WE(D), D-A denotes the subgraph of D 
obtained by deleting all vertices of A and their incident edges and then 
deleting the edges of A still present. We write D --.Y instead of D - (x} 
when .X E V(D) u E(D). The subgraph of D induced by a vertex set A of D 
is defined as D - ( V(D)\A) and is denoted by D(A). A path is a digraph 
with vertex set {x,, x2, . . . . x,)- and edge set {x,.x?, x2x3, . . . . x,- ix,). We 
call such a path an (xi, x,)-path and denote it by x1.y2 “.x,. Vertex x, 
(resp. x,) is the initial (resp. terminal) vertex. A trail is a subdigraph con- 
sisting of vertices ul, u2, . . . . u, and edges (vi v2, v2v3, . . . . v,,.. ,v,}, such 
that all the edges but not necessarily all the vertices are distinct. Let 
X, Yc V(D). An (X, Y)-path (respectively (X, Y)-trail) means a path 
(respectively a trail) from X to Y with only the initial (resp. terminal) 
vertex in X (resp. Y). A component D’ of a digraph D is a maximal sub- 
graph such that for any two vertices X, )’ of D’, D’ contains an (x, y)-path 
and a (JJ, x)-path. A digraph D is strong if it has only one component. D 
is k-connected (resp. k-edge-connected) if for any set A of at most k - 1 
vertices (resp. edges), D-A is strong. 
If a tournament T is not strong, we can label its (strong) components 
T,, T,, . . . . Tk such that no vertex of Ti dominates any vertex of T, if j< i. 
We say that T, (respectively T,) is the initial (respectively terminal) com- 
ponent of T, the remaining components (if any) are called intermediate 
components. T, and T,, , are called consecutive components. 
A Hamiltonian path of a digraph is a path including every vertex of D. 
It is well known that every tournament has a Hamiltonian path, and that 
the initial (resp. terminal) vertex of such a path can be chosen arbitrarily 
in the initial component (respectively the terminal component) except when 
T is strong in which case only one of these two can be chosen arbitrarily, 
the other in general depending on that choice. If T,, T, + , , . . . . T, are con- 
secutive components of a tournament T we denote by Pair,, ,.. u r, a 
Hamiltonian path in T( T, u . . . u T,) with a as initial vertex (analogously 
for ph+ u Ts7 where T,, . . . . T.s are consecutive and b terminal vertex of 
the Hamiltonian path). 
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In Section 1 we defined an out-branching and an in-branching. By 
Edmonds’ branching theorem there exists an out-branching (resp. 
in-branching) rooted at any vertex a in a strong tournament. If T, is a 
strong component of T and a is a vertex of Ti we denote by F&, (resp. 
FiT,) an arbitrary out-branching (resp. in-branching) rooted at a in T(Ti). 
If there exists an out-branching (resp. in-branching) rooted at u E T, we 
denote that by I;: (resp. F;). 
Note that when we speak of a component Ti of a tournament T we 
sometimes think of it as a subset of V(T) and sometimes we think of it as 
the tournament induced by these vertices. It will always be clear what we 
mean at any time during the paper. 
3. IN- AND OUT-BRANCHINGS IN DIGRAPHS 
As mentioned in the introduction, Thomassen has conjectured the 
following [ lo]. 
Conjecture 3.1. There exists an r E N such that if D is an r-edge- 
connected digraph, and UE V(D) is an arbitrary vertex, there exists an 
out-branching F: and an in-branching F;, such that F: and FOP are 
edge-disjoint. 
Consider the two problems: 
(1) Given a digraph D and an arbitrary vertex u E V(D), do there 
exist in- and out-branchings F;, F: in D which are edge-disjoint? 
(2) Given a digraph D and two arbitrary different vertices 
ur, v2 E V(D), do there exist an out-branching Fu: and an in-branching FU; 
in D which are edge-disjoint? 
Problem (2) is no more difficult than problem (1) for digraphs in general. 
In fact if D, u1 , u2 is given, we make a new digraph D’ with V(D’) = 
V(D)u {u}, where u is a new vertex and E(D’)=E(D)u {vu,, uzu}. Now 
there exist edge-disjoint branchings F; , F: in D’ iff there exist edge- 
disjoint branchings Fz, Fv; in D. W e now give Thomassen’s proof that 
problems (1) and (2) are NP-complete [9]. 
THEOREM 3.2. It is NP-complete to decide for a given digraph D and ver- 
tices ul, v2 E V(D), o1 # u2 whether or not there exist branchings F”:, F; in 
D which are edge-disjoint. 
ProoJ Clearly the problem is in NP. We show that it is also NP- 
complete by reducing the following well-known NP-complete problem to 
problem (2) by a polynomial transform: 
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(3) Given a digraph D and four vertices x,, x2, y,, y, all different. 
Do there exist edge-disjoint (x,, y,)-, (x2, y,)-paths in D? 
Problem (3) is NP-complete, see [6]. 
Let D, xi, x2, yl, y2 be given as in problem (3). Construct a new digraph 
D’ by letting 
V(D’) = V(D) u { x;,x;,v;,y~},wherex~, x;, y;, .v; are new vertices, and 
E(D’) = E(D) u x;x,,x;x,,~,~;,~,~;}~(~x;l~~~(D’)-{~;~x,>~ { 
u (4,;ulu~ VW)- {Y;,YZ)). 
Now there exist edge-disjoint branchings F+ + F.; in D’ iff there exist edge- 
disjoint (x, , y,)-, (x2, y2)-paths in D. Clearly the transform is a polynomial 
one, so we are done. 1 
4. IN- AND OUT-BRANCHINGS ROOTED AT THE 
SAME VERTEX IN TOURNAMENTS 
For tournaments problem (1) is not NP-complete, in fact, as it turns out, 
there is a nice characterization given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T be a strong tournament and v E V(T) an arbitrary 
vertex. There exist edge-disjoint branchings Ft , Fu- at v if and only if for 
every edge e in E(T), v is not in an intermediate component of T-e. 
(We remark that in order to have such branchings, T must be strong.) 
Proof: We first prove the necessity. Suppose that there exists an edge e 
such that u is in an intermediate component of T-e. Then every out- 
branching F,’ must use e in order to collect the vertices in the initial 
component, and every in-branching F;- must use e in order to collect the 
vertices in the terminal component. Therefore there cannot exist edge- 
disjoint branchings F;’ , F; . 
Suppose now that for every edge e E E( T), v is either in the initial or in 
the terminal component of T- e. If ) TI = 1, Fz, F; = 0 will do. So 
assume that 1 TI 2 3. Let A be the set of vertices that are dominated by v 
and B the set of vertices that dominate v. Then V(T) = A u B u {u} and 
since T is strong and ( TJ > 3, ) A 1, I BI 2 1. Let A,, . . . . AI be the strong 
components of T(A), where A, is the initial and A, the terminal component 
(possibly I= l), and similarly B, , . . . . B, the strong components of T(B) 
with B, the initial and B, the terminal component (possibly s = 1). 
Since T is strong there is at least one edge going out of A, and at least 
one edge going into B, in T. If there is exactly one edge e, leaving A, and 
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exactly one edge e2 entering B, and e, = e2 = e then v is in an intermediate 
component in T- e, contradicting the assumption that this never happens. 
That is there exist edges e, = xy, e, = UW, e, # e2 such that e, leaves A, and 
e2 enters B, . Let P, T,AI be a Hamiltonian path in T(A) that ends in x and 
let P+ ,,,.rC-(Bj be a Hamiltonian path in T(B) that starts in w. Put 
Jw”+)= {vala-+J {U+J-w,~,,,), 
and 
Then E(F: ) n ,?(I;; ) = @ and F: is an out-branching rooted at v and Ft: 
is an in-branching rooted at v. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. If T is a 2-edge-connected tournament and v an 
arbitrary vertex v E V(T), then there exists edge-disjoint branchings Ft , F, 
rooted at v. 
5. IN- AND OUT-BRANCHINGS ROOTED AT DIFFERENT 
VERTICES IN TOURNAMENTS 
We now consider problem (2) for tournaments and we show that 
although it turns out to be non NP-complete, it is much more difficult than 
problem (1) in that the characterization that we give is much more 
complex. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let T be a tournament and vl, v2 arbitrary chosen vertices 
v, Zv,. Let 
A = {DE V(T)lv,v, v,vEE(T)}, B= {v~ V(T)\V,V,V~,EE(T)} 
C= {VE V(T)~vv,, v,wE(T)}, D= {vtz V(T)Ivv,, VV,EE(T)}. 
There exist edge-disjoint branchings F”:, F;; if and only if the 3-tuple 
(T, vl, v2) satisfies none of the following six conditions: 
(1) ITI<30r(ITI=4andv2dominatesv,) 
(2) T is not strong and either v1 is not in the initial component of T 
or v2 is not in the terminal component of T 
(3) T is strong and there exists an edge e E E( T) such that v, is not in 
the initial component of T-e and v2 is not in the terminal component of 
T-e 
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(4) T is strong, v, dominates v2, B = $3, A, D # $3 and 
There is exactly one edge e, going out of A, 
(1) the terminal component of T(A) and there is exactly one 
edge e2 entering D, the initial component of T(D) and e, # e2 
and finally every (A, D)-path in T - { v, , v2 > contains e, and e2. 
(5) T is strong, v2 dominates u,, B= {b}, A, D # 0, (T, vI, u2) 
satisfies (I), there exists no (A, D)-trail in T- {v,, v2} which contains b and 
every (A, D)-path in T- {v,, v2} contains e, and e2 
(6) T is strong, v2 dominates v,, B = 0, A, D # 0, (T, v,, v,) satisfies 
(I), there exist edge-disjoint (u Lr v,)-paths PI, P, and for every pair P,, P, 
of edge-disjoint (u,, v2)-paths either e,, ez E E(P,) or e,, e2 E E(P,). 
Remark. One might think that the following condition, which is 
obviously necessary, is also sufficient: 
(0) For every XE V(T)- {u,, u2} there exists a (v,,x)-path P,,,,,, 
and an b, v&path Ptr,c2, such that E(P,,,,,,) n JW’~,,,~,) = 0. 
The following example shows that this is not the case. Let T’ be a tourna- 
ment with strong components A,, A I) . . . . A, where I >, 2 (as usual A 1 is the 
initial and A, the terminal component). Let T be the tournament obtained 
from T’ by adding two new vertices u i, v2 and the edge vzvl and directing 
the edges between {v,, uz} and V( T’) in such a way that there is precisely 
one edge v r a r leaving vr and a, E A, and precisely one edge a/v2 entering 
u2 and alE A,. Then obviously there do not exist edge-disjoint branchings 
I;“:, FL; in T and it is easy to see that T satisfies (0). 
Here T satisfies condition (3) in the theorem, but it is easy to construct 
examples in which T satisfies (0) but not (l)-(3) in the theorem and still 
T does not have the wanted branchings. 
Proof of Necessity. Suppose that (T, v,, us) satisfies one of the condi- 
tions (l)-(6). We prove that then T cannot contain edge-disjoint 
branchings FL:, FL;. 
If (T, v,, ul) satisfies condition (l), then clearly there cannot exist such 
branchings, because the number of edges is too small (the edge v2v, cannot 
belong to any of FG, F,;). If (T, vi, v2) satisfies condition (2) then it is 
trivially true that such branchings cannot exist. 
Suppose that (T, v,, u2) satisfies condition (3), and let e E E( T) be an 
edge such that o, is not in the initial component of T’ = T-e and u2 is not 
in the terminal component of T’. Then every out-branching at vi in T must 
use e in order to collect the vertices in the initial component of T-e and 
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every in-branching at u2 in T must use e in order to collect the vertices in 
the terminal component of T- e. Therefore there cannot exist edge-disjoint 
branchings F: , Fv;. 
Suppose that (T, vi, u2) satisfies condition (4) and suppose that there 
exist edge-disjoint branchings F,: , Fu; . The edge e, must belong to Fu; and 
the edge e, must belong to Fz . That is F”; contains an (A,, +)-path P and 
Fv: contains a (vi, D,)-path Q such that e, EE(P), ezEE(Q). Now P can- 
not contain any vertices from D, since every (A, D)-path in T- {u,, u2} 
contains both e, and e,. That is u, E V(P) and u, u2 E E(P) because the only 
vertices dominating u2 are vi and those in D. Similarly we also get that 
ui u2 E E(Q), that is E(P) n E(Q) # @ which is a contradiction. 
Suppose that (T, ui, u2) satisfies condition (5) and suppose that there 
exist edge-disjoint branchings F,JJ , Fv;. As above we get edge-disjoint paths 
P and Q with e, E E( P), e2 E E(Q). 
If V(P) n D # @ then vi E V(P), V(P[A,, u,]) n D = 0, and 
V(P[ul, u,])nA = 12/, where P[x, y] is the segment of P from x to y, 
since every (A, D)-path in T- (vi, u2) contains ei and e2. That is 
u,b E E(P[u,, uz]). If V(P) n D = 121 then bu, E E(P), since the only vertices 
dominating u2 are b and those in D. Now the (A,, b)-subpath of P can con- 
tain ui or not, and if it does, the (ul, b)-subpath of P is either the edge u,b 
or it contains an (A, b)-path. Suppose that V(Q) n A # 0. Then u2 E I’(Q), 
V(Q[u,,u,])nD=@and P’(Q[u2,D1])nA=0,sinceevery(A,D)-path 
contains e, and e2. That is bu, E E(Q[ul, u2]). Comparing this with the 
above considerations about P, we get that either bu, E E(P) n E(Q) or 
E(P) u E(Q) contains an (A, D) trail in T- { ui , u2} which contains 6, 
both of which are contradictions. 
That is, we can assume that I’(Q) n A = 0. Then u, b E E(Q) since u, 
dominates only b and the vertices of A. But now either u, b E E(P) n (Q) or 
bu,EE(P)nE(Q) or E(P)uE(Q) contains an (A, D)-trail in T- (u,, u2} 
which contains b, and all of these are contradictions. 
Finally, suppose that (T, ui, u2) satisfies condition (6), and suppose that 
there exist edge-disjoint branchings FU:, FU; . FO: contains a (ul, u,)-path P, 
and Fv, contains a (vi, u,)-path Pz. P, , P, are edge-disjoint but e, $ E( P, ) 
and e, 4 E(P,) contradicting the assumption in (6). This completes the 
proof of the necessity. 
Proof of Sufficiency. Now suppose that (T, vi, u2) satisfies none of the 
conditions (1 t(6). We prove that then there exist edge-disjoint branchings 
F&F,, 
Suppose T is not strong and let T,, . . . . T, be the strong components of 
T. Since (T, ui, u2) does not satisfy (2), u1 belongs to the initial component 
T, of T and u2 to the terminal component T, and furthermore 1 T ) 2 4 
since (T, vi, v2) does not satisfy (1). If T, = {v,} and T, = { v2} we put 
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T’= T,v ... v T,_,. Then 1 T’ 1 2 2 since 1 T 1 > 4. Let x, y E T’ with x 
dominating y and let 
E(F,;)= {U~UIUE T’} u {xu2) 
E(F,)={u,u2}u{xy}u{uu,~u~T’-x}. 
Then FG, F’v, are edge-disjoint branchings at u, resp. u2. If T, = {ul ), 
( T, 1 2 3 then there exists y E T, such that u2 dominates y. Let 
E(F,:)= {UIUIUE T- hv)>u {w) 
and 
E(F,)={u,y}u{uu,Iu~T,u ... uTs+,}uE(F,,,). 
Then Fz , Ft; is the wanted pair of branchings. The case where ) T, ) 3 3 
and T, = {uz} is quite analogous. That is we can assume that 
I T, 1, ) T, ) > 3. Let y E T, be chosen such that u2 dominates y, and put 
Then F;, F; are the wanted branchings. 
Thus we can assume that T is strong. If A # fa we let AI be the terminal 
component of T(A). There is at least one edge leaving A, in T since T is 
strong. If D # @ we let D, be the initial component of T(D). There is at 
least one edge entering D1 in T, since T is strong. We remark that 
d+(u,), R(Q) > 2 since (T, vi, u2) does not satisfy (3). 
Case 1. u, dominates u2. 
Case la. B # a. 
Let b E B be arbitrarily chosen. 
If there exists an edge bd, with d, ED, the initial component of T(D), 
i.e., D # 0, then we get the wanted branchings by putting 
where a,y is some edge leaving A, if A # @ and if A = Qr then the last two 
sets in E(F,;) are empty. Similarly it is easy to see by symmetry that we 
can get the wanted branchings if there exists an (A,, b)-edge. Thus we can 
assume that b is dominated by all the vertices in D, and that b dominates 
all the vertices in A,, where possibly D = /zl or A = 0. 
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If A # Qr then we get the wanted branchings by putting 
E(F,:)={v,b’~6’~B}u{bv,}u{v~x~xEAuC}u{vd,)uE(P,:,.) 
E(F,)= {vlv*}u (xu,lxEcuD}u {b’V,Ih’EB-h) u (a,y}uE(P,,,) 
u @,I 9 
where vd, is some edge entering D, if D # /2, and a, y is some edge # vd, 
leaving A, (possible since (T, vi, u2) does not satisfy (3)). Thus we can 
assume that A = @ and then by symmetry we can assume that D = 0. 
Then C # 0, since T is strong. If b dominates some vertex x # u2 then we 
get the wanted branchings by putting 
E(q)= {V,b’Ih’EB}U {bv,}u (0,ClCEC) 
E(F,)={u,u,}u{b’u,Ib’EB-b}u{cv,(cEC}u{bx~. 
Thus we can assume that d+(b) = 1 and then we get the branchings by 
putting 
E(F,:)= {VIVZ} u {V,b’Ib’EB-6) u {vzCICEC}u {xh} 
E(F,)={v,h}u{h’v,~b’EB}u(vc,~cEC}, 
where x is some vertex in T- {v, , v2, b}. This concludes the proof in 
Case la. 
Case lb. B= 0. 
ThenIAI,ID(~1sinced+(v,),d-(ua)~2andsince(T,u,,v,)doesnot 
satisfy (3) we get that there exists an (A, D)-path in T- {uI, v2}. 
If there exists an (A, D)-path P,, d, in T - {vi, v2} such that there exists 
an edge a,y leaving A, in T-E(P,,,d,) then, by choosing Pca.dj and a/y 
suitably, we get the branchings by taking 
E(F;)= {v} uE(Pca,,,)u {duz} u (vIx~(A-a)u (C- W’,,,,,))) 
u 14 > u W’:d,,DJ 
where vd, is some edge # u, y entering D, and it is understood that no ver- 
tices are picked up twice. Thus we can assume that there exists precisely 
one edge e, leaving AI in T and that for every (A, D)-path P, e, E E(P). 
By symmetry we can also assume that there exists precisely one edge e2 
entering D, in T and that for every (A, D)-path P, e2 E E(D). Thus 
(T, vi, v2) satisfies (3) or (4) and we are done. 
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Case 2. u2 dominates v,. 
Case 2a. IBJa2. 
Let b,, 6, E B with bl dominating bz be chosen arbitrarily. Suppose that 
there exists an (A,, b,)-edge a,b,, i= 1 or 2 (i.e., A #fzr). Then we get the 
wanted branchings by putting 
E(F;)= ~v,blb~Bju{b,uz}u{v~.~(.~~AuC}u(~dl}~E(P~,~) 
E(~~~)={bv~lb~B-b,)u{b,b~}u{a~b~}u(z~~a,}uE(~~,~,~) 
u {XD, IXECUD), 
where JG!, is some edge entering D, if D # @ and if D = Qr the last two sets 
in Ft: are empty. 
Thus we can assume that b,, bz dominate all of A,, where possibly 
A,= @ (if A = a). The case where there exists a (hi, D,)-edge is quite 
analogous to the case above. That is, we can assume that b,, b, dominate 
all of A, and are dominated by all of D i, where possibly A, = 0 or D, = 0. 
If A, # Qr we easily get the wanted branchings by using { ui b, v2} u {b, bz > 
in FV: and {u,b2v2] u {b, a,}, where a, E A, in F;; we leave it to the reader 
to do the details (remember that we assume that (T, v, , vl) does not satisfy 
(3)). Similarly we easily find the branchings if D, # 0. That is, we can 
assume that A = D = 0. 
Thus, since (T, u,, u2) does not satisfy (l), we get that T’= T- 
(~1, ~2, b,, b,). # 0. 
If there exists a vertex XE T’ with b, dominating x, then we get the 
wanted branchings by putting 
Similarly we easily get the wanted branchings if there exists an edge xb2 
for some x E T’. Thus we can assume that for every x E T’ x is dominated 
by bz and x dominates b,. Let x be an arbitrary vertex in T’, then we get 
the wanted branchings by putting 
E(F,:)=.(v,blb~B-{b,,.u)}u(b,.u)u{xb,j 
u {b,v,}u {vzclc~C-xj 
l7(FJ={bv,Ib~B-b,)u{vlb,}u{blb2}u{cv,Jc~C). 
Case 2b. I BI = 1, B= (6). 
Then IAI,IDI>l since d+(v,).dp(v~)>2. 
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Since (T, zii, u2) does not satisfy (3) we easily get that there exists a 
(vi, u,)-path in T- {u,b, bv2}. 
Suppose that there exists an (A, D)-trail Rca,dj in T’ = T- {vi, u2} which 
contains b. Let e, = a,u and ez = ud, be edges chosen in such a way that e, 
is leaving A,, e2 enters D, and e, # e,. This is possible since (T, ul, u2) does 
not satisfy (3). 
Let Pco.6j be an (a,b)-path contained in Rc,,dj[a, b] and let PO,+, be a 
(b, d)-path contained in R,,,,,[ b, A]. Now we get the wanted branchmgs by 
putting 
E(F,:)= {u,b)uE(P wj)u (41 u {u,xlx~A u CC-- W’,,,,))) u Cud,) 
” W,:,,) 
WV;) = Iha> u -Wca,d u (bu,) u {xu,lx~(C- W’,,,,,WD) 
u {a,u) u E(P;,,), 
where it is understood that no vertices are picked up twice, for example, 
if aE AI then a[= a and e, is the first edge in Pta,hj and if LED, then 
d, = d and e2 is the last edge in PC,,,,. Thus we can assume that there 
exists no (A, D)-trail in T’ which contains b. Suppose that there exists an 
(4 W-path f’fa,dj in T’ such that there exists an edge e, = xd, entering D, 
in T- E(P,,.d,). If b is dominated by some vertex a,E A, then since there 
is no (A, D)-path in T’ which contains b we get that b is dominated by all 
the vertices in D. Thus we get the wanted branchings by putting 
where it is understood that no vertices are picked up twice. 
Thus we can assume that b dominates all of A,, and now, by choosing 
Pca,dJ and xd, suitably, we get the branchings by taking 
where a, y is some edge leaving A,, al y # xd, and it is understood that no 
vertices are picked up twice. 
Consequently we can assume that there exists exactly one edge xdl enter- 
ing D1 and that every (A, D)-path in T’ contains xd,. Now since (T, ul, us) 
does not satisfy (5) or (3) we get that there exists an (A, D)-path Qca,d,, 
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such that there exits an edge e, =a,y#xd, leaving AI in T-E(Q,,,,). 
Thus we get the wanted branchings by putting 
This concludes the proof in Case 2b. 
Case 2c. B = @. 
Then the only vertices in T’ = T- {u, , u2 } that are dominated by u1 are 
those in A, i.e., 1 A ( > 2 and the only vertices that dominate u2 are those in 
D, i.e., 1 D I > 2. Since, (T, u,, u2) does not satisfy (3) we get by Menger’s 
theorem that there exist in T two edge-disjoint (u,, u,)-paths. Since 
(T, u,, u2) does not satisfy (6), we get that either 
(a) there are at least two edges leaving A, the terminal component in 
T(A) or there are at least two edges entering D, the initial component in 
T(D), or 
(b) There exists precisely one edge e, leaving A, and precisely one 
edge e2 entering D,, e, #e, and there exists a pair P,, P2 of edge-disjoint 
(v,, u,)-paths such that {e,, e2} 5 E(P,), i= 1,2. 
Let P,, P2 be a pair of edge-disjoint (u,, u,)-paths chosen in such a way 
that if (a) is true then PI, P, is an arbitrary pair of edge-disjoint 
(u,, u,)-paths but if (b) is true then P,, Pz are chosen such that 
{e,, 45WJ, i= L2. 
Our aim will be to construct from P,, Pz a pair Pi, P; of edge-disjoint 
(ul, u,)-paths which can be extended to an out-branching at u, respectively 
an in-branching at u2, which are edge-disjoint. We do that as follows: 
(1) Let a, be the last vertex on Pi which lies in A as we go along Pi 
from u1 to u2, i= 1,2 and let d, be the first vertex on PiCai, uJ which lies 
in D as we go along Pi from a, to u2, i = 1,2. 
(2) (a) If a, #az we let P:‘[uI, ai] = {~,a,}, i= 1,2. 
(b) If a, = a, and d; (al) > 1 then we let a, be some fixed vertex 
in A,. If there exists a Hamiltonian path Q,,,.,, in T(A) with a #a, then 
we let PPCul, alI = {ulal}, MuI, a21 = {u,a} u Q,,,,Cu, 4. If every 
Hamiltonian path that ends in a, starts in a2 then it is easy to see that a, 
dominates a2 and we let P;‘[uI, a,] = (~,a,}, P;[uI, a,] = {ula,} u (u,u2} 
(the Hamiltonian path chosen here will be the same as we will use for other 
purposes when we construct the branchings). 
(c) If a, = a2 and d; (a,) = 0, i.e., A, = {a, }, where A, is the initial 
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component in T(A), then either P,[o,, a,] or P,[u,, a2] must contain a 
vertex in A before ai, i = 1 or 2, since P, and P, are edge-disjoint. Let 
in { 1,2} be the smallest number such that V(P,[u,, aj]) n (A - Uj) # 0 
change a, to the second last vertex on Pj which lies in A as we go along 
Pj from u1 to u?. Let PI’[uI, ai] = {~,a,}, i= 1,2. 
If V(Pj[aj, a3 -j]) n D # Iz, then we change d, to the first vertex in D 
which we meet as we go along P, from a, to a3 _ j. 
(3) (a) If d, #dz we let PI’[d,, uJ = {d,u?), i= 1,2. 
(b) If d, = d2 and d,f (d,) 3 1 then we let d be some fixed vertex in 
D,. If there exists a Hamiltonian path Q,,,, in T(D) with d, #d, then we 
let Pi’Cd,, uJ= Qcd,d,jCdl, 41 u (OZ), CC4, u21 = {d2u2). If every 
Hamiltonian path that starts in d ends in d, then it is easy to see that dl 
dominates d and we let Py[d,, II*] = {d,d} u {duzj, Pi[d?, uz] = {d2u2} 
(the Hamiltonian path chosen here will be the same as we will use for other 
purposes when we construct the branchings). 
(c) If d, = dz and d,+(d,) =O, i.e., D, = Id,}, where D,, is the 
terminal component in T(D), then either P,[d,, u2] or P,[d,, u2] must 
contain a vertex in D after di, i = 1 or 2, since P, and P, are edge-disjoint. 
Let Jo { 1,2} be the smallest number such that V(P,[d,, uz]) n 
(D-d,) # 0. Change d, to the second vertex on P,[ai, uJ which lies in D 
as we go along P, from a, to u2. Let P:‘[d,, uz] = {d,u,}, i= 1, 2. (Note 
that if V(Pj[d,pj,d,])nA#O then V(P,[d,..,,d,])nA= {a}, where 
A, = {a} is the initial component in T(A).) 
(4) Let P\ = Pr[u,, ai] u P,[a,, dj] u P,“[d,, ~~1, i= 1, 2. 
If 
(A) there exists an edge e, leaving A, in T- E( Pi ) and there exists 
an edge e,#e, entering D, in T-E(P’,), 
then we get the wanted branchings as follows. Let e, = a,y and e2 = xd be 
edges as in (A). Let Q(a,o,, be a Hamiltonian path in T(A), chosen such that 
if a, = a2 then a # a2 if possible. Let Q(d,dS, be a Hamiltonian path in T(D), 
chosen such that if d, = dz then d,r # d, if possible. Let 
where it is understood that no vertices are picked up twice (for example, 
if d, ED, then d = d, and e2 is the last edge in P’, [vi, d,]). Then FL:, F”; 
are the wanted branchings. 
If (A) does not hold then the following must hold 
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(B ) there exists an edge e, leaving A, in T - E( Pi) and there exists 
an edge e, #e, entering D, in T - E(P;). 
Since if neither (A) nor (B) holds, then by the construction of Pi, Pi and 
since (T, ul, us) does not satisfy (3 ), there exists precisely one edge e, 
leaving AI and there exists precisely one edge e2 entering D,, e, #e, and 
either (ei, e2} c E(P;) or {e,, e2} E E(P;), but this contradicts the choice 
of P,, Pz. Thus we can assume that (B) holds and we get the wanted 
branchings from F: , Fv, by interchanging the indices in Pi and Pi except 
that if a, = a, we keep in FU; the piece P;(t),, a*) and if d, = d, we keep in 
F: the piece P;(d, , Q). Once again it is understood that no vertices should 
be picked up twice. This concludes the proof in Case 2c and thus the proof 
of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If T is a 2-edge-connected tournament and v, , v2 E V(T) 
arbitrary vertices, v, # v2, then there exist edge-disjoint branchings Fv:, F& . 
Proof: If T is 2-edge-connected then there are at least 2 edges leaving 
A, the terminal component in T(A) if A # @ and there are at least 2 edges 
entering D,, the initial component in T(D) if D # 0. Thus (T, ul, u2) 
cannot satisfy any of (4t(6) and clearly (T, or, u2) satisfies none of 
(lk(3). I 
6. RELATED PATH PROBLEMS 
In order to show that our characterization in Section 5 is a good one in 
Edmonds’ sense, we must show that for given (T, ur, v2) each of the condi- 
tions (l)-(6) can be checked in a number of steps that is polynomial in the 
size of the input. Conditions (l), (2), (3), and (4) offer no problems (poly- 
nomial algorithms for finding strong components in digraphs are well 
known). We show that conditions (5) and (6) can be checked polynomially 
by showing that the following problems, which are NP-complete for 
digraphs in general, have good characterizations for tournaments: 
(1) Given a tournament T and x1, x2, yl, y, E V(T) all different: 
when do there exist an (x,, y,)-path PC,,,y,l and an (x,,y,)-path PCX2,.L.zl 
which are edge-disjoint? 
(2) Given a tournament T and a, b, c E V(T) all different: when do 
there exist an (a, b)-path PCa,b) and a (b, c)-path PCb,<, which are 
edge-disjoint? 
The following lemma shows that good characterizations for problems (1) 
and (2) are all that we need: 
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LEMMA 6.1. Given T, v, , v2 as in Theorem 5.1. Zf there exist polynomial 
algorithms PI, 9$ for problems (1) and (2) then we can check conditions (5) 
and (6) in Theorem 5.1 in polynomial time. 
Proof: In the proof below it is understood that we stop as soon as we 
find a violation to any of the demands in the conditions. It is clear that the 
condition (I) is easy to check and that it is easy to check whether or not 
every (A, D)-path contains e, and e2. 
Now we show how to check condition (5) given that 4 exists. Since 
every (A, D)-trail contains an (A, D)-path and every (A, D)-path contains 
e, and e2 we get that every (A, D)-trail contains e, and e2. That is, every 
(A, D)-trail must start at the tail a, of e, and terminate at the head dl of 
e,. It is easy to show that there exists an (a,, d,)-trail that contains b iff 
there exist edge-disjoint (a,, b)-, (b, d,)-paths. Now we use 9 to check 
whether or not there exist edge-disjoint (a,, b)-, (b, d,)-paths and condition 
(5) is satisfied iff there do not exist such paths. 
Here is how to check condition (6) given that Pi exists. It is easy to 
check the existence of two edge-disjoint (vi, Q-paths. In fact, if such paths 
do not exist then (T, v,, v2) satisfies (3). Since there is only one edge 
leaving A, and only one edge entering D, the existence of two edge-disjoint 
(vi, v,)-paths implies that I, s 3 2, i.e., A - A,# /zr and D-D, # 0. Let 
T” = T-A, and check whether there exist two edge-disjoint (vi, o,)-paths 
in T” (this is easy using Mengers’ theorem). If such paths exist then 
(T, vi, v2) does not satisfy (6) and we stop. Let T”’ = T-D, and check 
whether there exist two edge-disjoint (v,, v,)-paths in T”‘. If such paths 
exist we stop because then (T, v,, v2) does not satisfy (6). 
By now we know (since we have not stopped yet) that for every pair 
P,, P2 of edge-disjoint (v,, v,)-paths, e, and e2 belong to E(P,) uE(P,). 
That is (T, vi, v2) satisfies (6) iff there do not exist edge-disjoint 
(vi, Q-paths P,, Pz with eiE Pi, i = 1,2. We use Pi to check that 
possibility in the following way. 
Since (T, v,, v2) satisfies (I) we know that for every pair of edge-disjoint 
(vi, v,)-paths exactly one of these paths contains a vertex from AI and 
exactly one contains a vertex from D,. Moreover, if there exist 
edge-disjoint (vi, v,)-paths P,, P, with eiE E(P,), i = 1, 2 then we can 
assume that P,[v,, A,] = { v,a,} and P,[D,, vz] = {dlv,}, where aI is the 
tail of the edge leaving A, and d, is the head of the edge entering D,. 
Let T’ be the tournament obtained from T as follows. Identify A, to one 
vertex x2 and D1 to one vertex y, Let x, = v, and y, = v2. Let the edges 
between x2 and the rest of the vertices in T’ be the ones induced by the 
corresponding edges in T and in case of edges in both directions between 
x2 and some v E T’ -x2 we remove the vxz edge. The edges incident with 
yi are similarly defined. 
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Now it is easy to see that there exist edge-disjoint (u,, u,)-paths P,, P, 
in T satisfying eiEE(Pj), i= 1,2, iff there exist edge-disjoint (xi, yi)-, 
h h)-paths pcx,.,.,), p~x2,y2) in 7”. Now we use Pi to check whether or 
not there exist edge-disjoint (x,, yi)-, (x2, y,)-paths in T’. 
It is easy to see that the above methods give polynomial algorithms to 
check conditions (5) and (6). m 
By now we are ready to give the good characterizations for problems (1) 
and (2). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let T be a tournament and a, 6, c E V(T) three different 
vertices such that there exist an (a, b)-, and a (6, c)-path in T. There exist 
edge-disjoint paths Pla.bl, PCh,r) iff for every edge e E E(T) there exists either 
an (a, b)-path or a (6, c)-path in T-e. 
Proo$ The only if part is trivial. Suppose that for every edge e E E(T) 
there exists either an (a, b)-path or a (6, c)-path in T-e. If a dominates b 
then clearly there exist edge-disjoint paths Pta,b), PCh,rl since no (b, c)-path 
uses an edge into b. That is we can assume that b dominates a. Similarly 
we can assume that c dominates 6. Suppose that there is no path from a 
to b in T- {c]. Then we can partition V(T- (c}) into two sets A, B with 
a E A, b E B and a11 the vertices of 3 dominate all the vertices of A. Let A 
be chosen such that for every x E A -a there is an (a, x)-path in T(A). 
Now, since T has an (a, b)-path, there is an edge from A to c and one from 
c to B. 
Suppose that there are two different edges xc, yc with x, y E A. Let PCa,.r) 
be some (a, x)-path in T(A). Then {by} u { yc} and P,, .‘;, u (xc> u {cb} 
are the wanted paths. That is, we can assume that there exists precisely one 
(A, c)-edge xc in T, and then there is no (a, b)-path in T- (xc>. Thus we 
get by our assumption that there exists a (b, c)-path in T- (xc) and since 
this path cannot use any vertices from A nor the edge cb, we get that the 
wanted (a, b)-, (b, c)-paths exist. Consequently we can assume that there 
exists an (a, b)-path in T- {c>. 
Let Pca.6) be a shortest (a, b)-path in T- {c}. PCa,b, has length at least 
2, since b dominates a, and b dominates every vertex of V(P,,,,) - {y, b}, 
where y is the vertex just before b on PC,,bl. Let x be the vertex just before 
y on PCa,61. Since T has a (b, c)-path there exists a (V(P,O.,,), c)-path. Let 
P 
(U,C) 
be one such arbitrarily chosen path (i.e., {u} = V(P(,,,,) n V(PC,,,,)). 
If u # y we easily obtain the wanted paths: If u = b then P,a,bJ, P,,,, are the 
wanted paths. If u # b then PCa,b, and W up,,,, are the wanted paths. 
Thus we can assume that every ( V(P (rr,b,), c) path begins in y. Suppose that 
there exists a (b, c)-path Q(b,r) in T- {x, y}. From the above we obtain that 
ye V(Q,b,Cr). Let y’ be the last vertex of V(P(,,,,)-y that we encounter as 
we go along Q(6.r, from b towards y (if y’ = x then the length of the piece 
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Q(b,cJ~, y] is at least 2). Then the paths Pcn,bJ and {by’} u Q(b,cl[y’, c] are 
edge-disjoint. Consequently we can asume that every (b, c)-path in T 
contains the edge {xy }. Thus by our assumption there must exist an 
(a, b)-path Rcrr,6) in T- (xy}. Let Pcv.c, be any (V(P,,,,), c)-path in T. 
Then Qu,=) = (bx) u (xy} u PC,.,, is a (b, c)-path and V(R,,,b,) n 
vc’(p(y.c,) = 121 . since every (b, c)-path contains the edge xy. Thus Rcrr,*, and 
Q(b,c, are the wanted paths. 1 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let a, 6, c E V(T) be difSerent vertices of a 2-edge- 
connected tournament T, Then T has edge-disjoint (a, b)-, (b, c)-paths. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let T be a strong tournament and let x,, x2, y,, y2 be 
four different vertices in T. The 5-tuple (T, x,, x2, y,, y2) is said to be of 
Type la. If there exists a proper subset Si c V(T) such that 
x,, x2 E S2 = T- Si, y,, y, E S, and there is exactly one edge from Sz to S, 
in T. 
Type lb. If it is not of Type la and there exists a partition S,, Sz, S, 
of V(T) into disjoint non empty subsets such that yi E S1, x,, y, ~ I E Sz, 
x1- ; E S3 for i= 1 or 2 and the vertices in S, dominate all the vertices in 
Sz which again dominate all the vertices in S3 and there exists exactly one 
edge from S3 to S, and it goes from the terminal component in T(S,) to 
the initial component of T(S, ). 
Type 2r. for some r > 1 if there exists a partition Si, Sa, . . . . Szr+ z of 
V(T) into disjoint non empty subsets such that the following holds 
~,ES~,~~~~ES~,X~_~ES~,+,, x~E&,+~ for i=l or 2, all the edges 
between Si and S,. where i< j go from Si to S, with the following excep- 
tions. There exists precisely one edge from S, to SjP z for j = 3, . . . . 2r + 2 and 
it goes from the terminal component in T(Sj) to the initial component in 
TCsj- 2). 
Type 2r + 1. for some r 2 1 if there exists a partition S,, S2, . . . . SZr+ 3 of 
V(T) into disjoint non empty subsets such that the following holds yj E S,, 
Y3-zEsS2r XiES2++2, X3-zES2r+3, i = 1 or 2, all edges between Si and Sj 
where i< j go from Si to Sj with the following exceptions. There exists 
precisely one edge from Sj to SjP2 for j= 3, . . . . 2r + 3 and it goes from the 
terminal component in T(S,) to the initial component in T(S, _ J. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let T be a tournament and let x1, x2, y,, y, be different 
vertices such that T contains an (xi, y,)-path i= 1,2. Then T has edge- 
disjoint (x,, y,)-, (x,, y2)-paths unless x,, .x2, yl, yr all belong to the same 
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strong component T, of T and (T,, x1, x2, y,, y2) is of one of the types la, 
lb, 2r, or 2r + 1 for some r > 1, in Definition 6.4, in which case T does not 
have these paths. 
Proof. Suppose that x1, x2, y, , y, all lie in the same strong component 
Tj of T. Then, without loss of generality, we can assume that T is strong 
(i.e., we can forget about the rest of T). Suppose that (T, x1, x2, y, , y2) is 
of one of the types in Definition 6.4. Clearly if its type is la or lb there 
cannot exist edge-disjoint (xi, yl)-, (x,, y2)-paths. If (T, xl, x2, yl, y2) is 
of type 2r for some r> 1 then every (xi, y,)-path in T (where y;~ S,) 
must use the edge (S,, + ?, S,,) and at least one of the edges of the kind 
i2:+‘. 
SZk- ,), 1 <k d r. Let P be an arbitrary (xi, y,)-path in T and let 
2,+1, S,-,),ja 1, be the first edge of the kind (SZk+,,&-i) as we go 
along P from xi (possibly j = 1). In T- E(P,,.,,) there can be no path 
from x3--i that reaches a lower numbered S, than S,, , , because all the 
(S2k, SZkP2) edges with kaj+ 1 are in E(P,,,,;,) and the edge 
Cs2j+ 1, s2j- 1) is in E(P(.,,,;j ) too, i.e., there cannot exist edge-disjoint 
(xi, yi)-, (x,,y,)-paths in T. Similarly it is easy to prove that if 
(T, xi, x2, y,, y2) is of type 2r + 1 for some r > 1 then there cannot exist 
edge-disjoint (.x1, yl), (x2, y,)-paths in T. 
Now, suppose that if x,, x2, y,, y2 all lie in the same strong component 
Tj of T, then (T,, -x1, x2, y,, y2) is not of any of the types in Definition 6.4. 
We want to prove that T has edge-disjoint (x,, y,)-, (x2, y,)-paths. 
If xi yi E E( T), i = 1,2, then clearly T has the wanted paths. Suppose 
that xi yi E E( T) but .x3- ;yji$ E( T), i = 1 or 2. Since T contains an 
(x~-~, y,-,)-path PCx3-!,,,,_,, the wanted paths exist unless perhaps if the 
edge X;Y~ below to P(.r,-,,,,-t) and then x 1, x2, y, , y2 all belong to the 
same strong component of T. Now suppose that yixi~ E( T), i= 1, 2. Let 
P (XlJl), PC12,).2j be any pair of (xi, yi)-, (x2, yt)-paths. If the cycles induced 
by the edges of ~Yp,,,,,,,)u {Y,x,} and E(Pt,T,,).2))~ {y2, x2} are disjoint, 
then clearly T has the wanted paths and otherwise x,, x2, y, and y, all 
belong to the same strong component T, of T. Consequently we can 
assume that xi, x2, y,, and yZ all belong to the same strong component of 
T and thus we can assume w.1.o.g. that T is strong. Thus our assumption 
is that (T, x,, x2, y,, y2) is not of any of the types in Definition 6.4. Now 
we prove by induction on n = 1 V(T)1 that T has the wanted paths. 
The case n = 4 is easy and is left to the reader. Thus we proceed to the 
induction step and assume that n 2 5. Choose ?ci such that x3 ~ ixi E E(T). 
If T has a pair of edge-disjoint (xi, y,)-, (xi, y3-,)-paths then clearly T has 
the wanted paths, since xjPi dominates xi. Thus by Menger’s theorem 
there exists a proper subset S of V(T) such that X,E S, y,, y2 E S and 
6+(S) = 1 (not zero since T has an (xi, y,)-path) and we can assume that 
x, can reach all the vertices in S by paths in S. Let my be the uniquely 
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determined (S, S)-edge. Now x3 _ i E S since if not then (T, x1, x2, yl, yz) is 
of Type la with partition S, = S, S, = S contrary to our assumption above. 
If y = x3-; then the wanted paths exist unless there is a partition 
D,,D, of S such that yl,yZ~Dl, x3-;~D2 and 6S+(D,)=l but then 
(T,x,,x,,y,,y,) is of Typela with partition S1=D1, S2=D2uS 
contrary to our assumption. 
If y = yi then the wanted paths exist unless every (x3 _ ;, y, _ ,)-path uses 
the edge xyi but then (T, x,, x2, y,, y2) is of Type la and we leave it to the 
reader to find the partition (remember that T is strong. Thus we know, 
since every (x3 _ ;, y, ~ ;)-path uses xyi, that there is no (x3 ~ ;, y,)-path in 
T(s)). 
Suppose that y =y3-;. Since T has an (xi, y,)-path T(s) contains a 
(y,-;, y,)-path. If xjei cannot reach y, _, in T(s) then (T, x1, .x2, y,, y2) is 
of Type lb or la depending on whether x3- i can reach yi by a path in T(s) 
or not. We leave it to the reader to find the partitions in each case. Thus 
we can assume that there is an (x3 _ ;, y, _ ;)-path in T(s). If T(s) has edge- 
disjoint (x3 ~ ;, y, ~ ;)-, (y3 ~ I, y,)-paths then clearly T has the wanted paths. 
Thus by Theorem 6.2 we can assume that x3- ;, yi, and y,-; all belong to 
the same strong component of T(s), namely the initial one (since T is 
strong) and that there exists an edge MU E E( T,) such that T, - uv contains 
neither an (x3-;, y, _ ;)-, nor a (y3Prr y,)-path, where T,, . . . . T, are the 
strong components of T(s). Let T,, , . . . . T,, be the strong components of 
T, - MU. Then u E T,,, UE T,, and there exists p, q, r with 1 Qp<q<rds 
such that yjeTlp, y3-;~Tly, xPi~Tlr. Then (T,x,,x,,y,,y,) is of 
Type2r with partition S,=T,,u ... UT+,, SZ=Tly, S3=Tly+,u 
. . . u T,,, S4 = T, u . . . u T,u S, contradicting the assumption that 
CT, x,, x2, y,, yz) is not of any of the types in Definition 6.4. 
Consequently we can assume that y E T- {x3-;, vi, y,_;). Since T has 
an (xi, yi)-path, T(s) has a (y, yj)-path and since (T, x1, x2, y,, y2) does 
not have Type la or lb, T(s) also has an (x3 _ ir y, ~ ,)-path. It is clear that 
T has the wanted paths if and only if T(s) has edge-disjoint (x3-;, y, _ i)-, 
(y, y,)-paths. Once again we can assume that T(s) is strong since we easily 
get the wanted paths unless x3-;, y,- ;, y, yi all belong to the same strong 
component of T(s), namely the initial one (since T is strong). Thus by 
induction the wanted pair of edge-disjoint paths in T(s) exist unless 
(T(s), x3-;, y, y- ;, yi) is of Type la, lb, 2r, or 2r + 1 for some r > 1. 
Now we easily obtain that (T, x,, x2, y,, y2) is of one of the types in 
Definition 6.4 and the theorem follows. We leave the details for the reader. 
COROLLARY 6.6. Let x1, x2, y,, y2 E V(T) be different vertices of a 
2-edge-connected tournament T. Then T has edge-disjoint (x1, yl)-, (x2, y2)- 
paths. 
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COROLLARY 6.7. There exists a polynomial algorithm 9, which given a 
tournament T andfour different vertices x,, x2, y,, y, decides whether or not 
there exist edge-disjoint (x,, yl)-, (x2, y,)-paths in T. 
Proof: Below we give a sketch of such an algorithm 
(1) Check whether T has an (xi, y,)-path for i= 1 and 2. If not then 
T does not have the wanted paths and the algorithm stops. 
(2) Check whether x,, x2, y,, and yz all belong to the same strong 
component T, of T. If not then T has the wanted paths and the algorithm 
stops. 
(3) Let T= T, (i.e., throw away the rest of T) and choose xi such 
that x3 _ i dominates xi. 
(4) If for every edge e T-e contains either an (xi, y,)-path or an 
(xi, yXPi)-path then T has the wanted paths and Pi stops. If not then let 
xy be the first edge found such that T- xy contains neither an (xi, yi)-, nor 
an (xi, y,-,)-path. Let S= {z13(x,,z)-path in T-e). If x,,ES then T 
does not have the wanted paths and 9, stops. 
(5) If y = x3-, then fl checks whether T(S) has an edge e such that 
x3 _ i cannot reach neither y, nor y, ~ i in T(S) - e. If such an edge exists 
then T does not have the wanted paths and if no such edge exists then T 
does have the wanted paths. 9, stops in any of the two cases. 
(6) If y =yi then 9, checks whether T- xyi has an (xjPi, y3 Pi)-path. 
If it does then T has the wanted paths and if not then T does not have the 
wanted paths. 9, stops in both cases. 
(7) If y = y3 ~, then 9i checks whether x3 ~. ; can reach y, -.i in T(s) 
if not then T does not have the wanted paths and 9, stops. Now ~9’~ checks 
whether there exists an edge e in T(s) such that T(s) -e contains neither 
a (y,_ ,, y,)-path nor an (x,-~, y3Pi)-path. If such an edge exists then T 
does not have the wanted paths and otherwise it does 9, stops in both 
cases. 
(8) Now y #x3_,, yi, y,-;. Let xi=)’ and go to 1 with input 
(T(%,x,,x~,Y,,Y~. 
The above recursive algorithm is clearly polynomial in the size of the 
input thus proving the existence of a polynomial algorithm 9, for problem 
(1). I 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
-We conclude the paper with a few remarks on the complexity of the 
algorithms given in this paper, on extensions or the results to semicomplete 
digraphs, and on related problems about disjoint paths. 
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The number of edges in a tournament on n vertices is 0(n*). Thus we 
easily see that the complexity of the algorithm implied by Theorem 6.2 is 
0(n4). Similarly it is not difficult to see that step 4 in the algorithm, given 
in the proof of Corollary 6.7 requires 0(n4) steps, and that this is the most 
time consuming step. Hence the whole algorithm requires 0(n5) steps. Now 
it follows, by the proof of Lemma 6.1, that conditions (5) and (6) in 
Theorem 5.1 can be checked in 0(n4) respectively O(n5) steps. It is easy to 
see that the other four conditions in the theorem can be checked in at most 
O(n4) steps, hence the complexity of the algorithm implied by Theorem 5.1 
(via Lemma 6.1, Theorem 6.2, and Theorem 6.5) is O(n’). The complexity 
of the algorithm implied by Theorem 4.1 is easily seen to be of order 0(n”). 
We remark that we have made no attempt to optimize these algorithms. 
Our only purpose has been to show that the problems treated are polyno- 
mially solvable for tournaments. 
A semicomplete digraph is a digraph in which every pair of distinct ver- 
tices x and y has at least one edge between them. Thus the difference from 
tournaments is that a semicomplete digraph can have directed cycles of 
length 2. It is not hard to see, from the proofs of Theorem 4.1, Theorem 6.2, 
and Theorem 6.5, that the characterizations given here, hold for semicom- 
plete digraphs as well. The proofs are either identical or simple extensions 
of the proofs given in this paper. Theorem 5.1 does not have an easy exten- 
sion of the semicomplete digraphs since the sets A, B, C, and D in the 
statement of Theorem 5.1 depend on the fact that T is a tournament and 
so does the proof. 
Good characterizations for the analogues of problems (1) and (2) of 
Section 1 are not easy to obtain in the case of disjoint (rather than 
edge-disjoint) paths. In fact, in [2] we give an infinite family of 
4-connected tournaments that do not have disjoint (x,, yi)-, (x,., y,)-paths 
for some choice of distinct vertices x1, x2, y, , y,. In a recent paper with 
C. Thomassen [3], we show that the 2-path problem (the vertex-disjoint 
version of problem (1)) is polynomially solvable for semicomplete digraphs. 
However, we have not been able to give a good characterization (in terms 
of forbidden configurations) of those semicomplete digraphs that do not 
have such paths for a given choice of distinct vertices x1, x2, y, , y,. In [ 1 ] 
we give such a characterization for the vertexdisjoint version of problem 
(2). The characterization is given in terms of a simple class of semicomplete 
digraphs from which all semicomplete digraphs T without an (x, z)-path 
through y(x, y, z being vertices of T) can be constructed, by means of two 
operations. 
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